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Application Development Using Visual Basic and .NETPrentice Hall, 2002
Build industrial-strength .NET applications with Visual Basic.

	Experienced programmers: Quickly come up to speed on the new, powerful Visual Basic .NET
	Practical, hands-on coverage of the .NET Framework, CLR, ADO.NET, ASP.NET, Web services, security, interoperability, and more
	Running case study:...
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An Introduction to IMS: Your Complete Guide to IBM Information Management System (2nd Edition)IBM Press, 2012

	
		IBM’s Definitive One-Stop Guide to IMS Versions 12, 11, and 10: for Every IMS DBA, Developer, and System Programmer

	
		 

	
		Over 90% of the top Fortune® 1000 companies rely on IBM’s Information Management System...
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Netcentric System of Systems Engineering with DEVS Unified ProcessCRC Press, 2013

	Addressing the new challenges that engineers face, this book presents fundamental concepts to help tackle the integration of modeling and simulation with command, and control systems of systems through the use of concepts and standards for interoperability and testing based on the Discrete Event Systems Specification Unified Process. The text...
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Building Secure Wireless Networks with 802.11John Wiley & Sons, 2003
An implementer’s guide to setting up, configuring, and managing a secure wireless network
Whether you’re creating wireless networks for the home, small office, or enterprise, this innovative book presents a step-by-step approach to successfully building a wireless LAN that meets all of your security needs. Beginning with a...
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IMS: A Development and Deployment PerspectiveJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Providing an holistic approach to IMS technologies, IMS: A Development and Deployment Perspective explores service architecture for development and delivery of IMS services.  Approaching IMS from the perspective of the user and the service provider it examines both the current state of deployment and future trends. The book offers a...
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The Construction Industry in the Fourth Industrial Revolution: Proceedings of 11th Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Postgraduate Research ConferenceSpringer, 2019

	
		This book gathers papers from the 11th Construction Industry Development Board (cidb) Postgraduate Research Conference, held on 28–30 July 2019 in Johannesburg, South Africa. The conference provided an essential forum for reviewing and generating knowledge on Construction 4.0 and, consequently, highlighted processes and...
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The .NET and COM Interoperability HandbookPrentice Hall, 2002
.NET/COM interoperability in depth: comprehensive techniques and strategies

	The most in-depth guide to .NET/COM interoperability ever published!
	Covers every .NET/COM interop option, "gotcha," and workaround
	Offers practical strategies for .NET migration and long-term .NET/COM...
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Functional Programming in ScalaManning Publications, 2014

	
		Summary

	
		Functional Programming in Scala is a serious tutorial for programmers looking to learn FP and apply it to the everyday business of coding. The book guides readers from basic techniques to advanced topics in a logical, concise, and clear progression. In it, you'll find concrete examples and...
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Microsoft Visual C++ .NET 2003 Kick StartSams Publishing, 2003
Microsoft Visual C++ .NET 2003 Kick Start is targeted toward developers interested in making the jump to .NET, working programmers already familiar with another programming language or the previous version of VS. Visual C++ .NET 2003 Kick Start speeds through basic concepts and...
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Building And Integrating Virtual Private Networks With OpenswanPackt Publishing, 2006
With the widespread use of wireless networking and the integration of VPN capabilities in most 
modern laptops, PDAs, and even cellular phones, there is a growing desire for encrypting more 
and more communications to prevent eavesdropping. Can you trust the coffee shop's wireless 
network? Is your neighbor snooping on your WiFi...
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Practical Studies in E-Government: Best Practices from Around the WorldSpringer, 2010

	Information and communication technology (ICT) is permeating all aspects of service management; in the public sector, ICT is improving the capacity of government agencies to provide a wide array of innovative services that benefit citizens. E-Government is emerging as a multidisciplinary field of research based initially on empirical insights...
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Spatial Data on the Web: Modeling and ManagementSpringer, 2007
Spatial data is essential in a wide range of application domains today. While geographical applications remain the key target area, spatial properties are required in other contexts such as computer-aided design, robotics and image processing. Associated with these is the constantly growing number of distributed processing architectures, based on,...
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